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Newsletter from 2-2008

BUILDING ACTIVITIS
RUDELY DISTURBED !!
General information.
It is February the weather was, as
almost everywhere in Western
Europe rather stormy and wet as
well. So work was privileged to
sheltered
places,
as far as work was possible ?! But later
more about that.
The early-book-offer is largely used we
are very happy with/about it. It is
already
clear that
the booking record of 2007 in 2008
will be broken again.
Christmas holidays and celebrations
have passed with the appropriate peace
and quietude. Christmas together with
Ellen and Peter and new years eve with 7 French families, in the
house of Sandra as already mentioned in the last newsletter. A nice
happening for Sander as it was for us, and not TOO late (02.30) in
bed.
In this newsletter, again little text and many pictures.

Sander (on the picture) together
with his friend Charly, both in
reindeer disguise, has decorated
the Christmas tree.His half term
report was very good again and
his teacher very “content”.
From Santa, he has a new bike, so
his old one is for the “Les
Aulnettes” children to be used.
Irene is very busy with the reservations for the oncoming season.
We have already a lot more demands for the pre-season in
comparison with last year !
(Grand)dad Wim has returned from the hospital after being
liberated from a kidney stone. As a “kidney-stone-recidivist” he is
used to that kind of business, but this was his first time in France
and also a stone with a size from which our building budget could
benefit enormously. Again, Wim has
endured it as a big boy.
Frans is becoming a softie. No longer
pain in the back, he now descends a
ladder in a nutty way. There is more
after this.
To be continued.

Real Etate Market in France still stagnating !
Actualy, nothing to tell. We putt the house on the Southomes Website and are waiting the beginning of the house-selling season (this is
two weeks after the sales. But still, if you know anyone who likes to have a beautiful big house, with guestrooms in the yard and a
swimming pool in France … Let him or her call 0033 251 33 55 52. To be continued again.

